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Off-road race safety analysis
An analysis by reporter Dug Begley of the recent off-road race in Primm, Nev., and the differences from that
race and the race in Johnson Valley that left eight dead.
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PRIMM, NEV. - Dante Amis was unusually clean for a day at the desert races. The
closest Amis could get to the racecourse was a fence line 30 or so feet away.

His faded jeans didn't have a spot on them at the Terrible's Primm 300 last weekend in
the southern Nevada desert.

"I didn't feel like I was part of the action," Amis, 24, of Corona, said. "I understand the
need to keep the crowds away, but you want to be able to enjoy the race."

Story continues below
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Spectators are kept far from Dave Crinklaw's truck at
the Terrible's Primm 300 in Nevada. It's one of the few

places where they can see the trucks pass, which
frustrates some. "No one is going to drive up here to see
a race through a fence," said Scott "Shorty" Qualls, of

Corona.

Stricter rules for keeping crowds away from the racetrack are working to enhance safety
following a calamitous wreck last month in San Bernardino County that killed eight
spectators. But promoters also were criticized by some race fans expecting to breathe in
the dust the off-road racers kicked up and feel the dry blast of wind when a racer sped
by.

Bureau of Land Management officials in California and Washington, D.C., have pledged
stepped up enforcement of races on federal land.

Officials with SCORE, organizers of the Primm 300, made slight safety adjustments to
this year's race. The company, one of the pre-eminent desert race organizers, and the
BLM limited spectators to only the main pit area and start-finish line. Organizers also
added speed restrictions when racers rumbled their way past pit crews and crowds.

The changes, made to prevent a deadly accident like the one at the California 200 last
month, underscore what some suggest is a difference between policing of races in
Nevada and California. Eight were killed and 10 injured in Johnson Valley east of
Victorville when a truck that was racing the night of Aug. 14 flipped into a crowd of
spectators too close to the track.

Hundreds of onlookers lined the Johnson Valley course, many a few feet away from the
racing trucks. The spectators killed were watching the race on the downhill slope of an
area called the Rock Pile, where many of the trucks leap into the air because of the hilly
terrain.

Race organizers and the BLM's California Desert District were criticized after the wreck
because they were unable to keep the crowd far enough away from the racetrack. Only
one BLM ranger was patrolling the 188,000-acre area where the crash happened.

In Primm, a dusty Nevada casino resort stop on the California border 35 miles from the
lights of Las Vegas, BLM officials and race promoters possess and wield much more
control over where crowds gather, compared to California races.

Most races in Southern California are at Johnson Valley and surrounding sites, and the
BLM has consistently kept the area open because it is specifically for off-road vehicle
use. In Nevada, the BLM has required access roads to be shut for racing to go on.

The difference between racing in Nevada and California leads to dissension among race
teams who seek out the stricter, crowd-controlled races, desert off-road enthusiasts and
some race fans who think safety can be accomplished while still giving spectators a good
view of the race.

Many in Primm said they want desert racing to be safe and continue to have access to
appropriate federal lands, but some spectators wonder if the sport can attract crowds if
it keeps people so far away.

"No one is going to drive up here to see a race through a fence," said Scott "Shorty"
Qualls, 23, of Corona.

Serious Business

For race teams, the fans are an important part of the sport, but they can get in the way.
Drivers have horror stories of fans on foot or on dirt bikes darting across the course in
front of trucks trying to win.

But not in Nevada, at least recently.

Ray Croll, owner of the Grove Lumber team based in Corona, said his team doesn't race
in California much because Nevada seems to attract more high-caliber competition and
better organizers.
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"We depend on the organizers to work with the BLM to make it safe," Croll said. "They
provide the security and the medical staff and ensure that nobody is where they aren't
supposed to be."

SCORE places high fences and patrols all access points along the race route. Safety
teams and roving volunteers in trucks are present in all three pit areas for the race, and
at roads leading into the desert. Vehicles can't get by without a pass, and those that can
proceed are reminded of the rules and given a trash bag to bring out any garbage.

Higher entry fees come with the more controlled races, said Shawn Croll, 23, Ray's son
and one of the team's drivers.

"That's why we're paying more, for the added safety and organization," Shawn Croll said,
shortly before hopping in his truck for the race.

Armed with pit crews, chase vehicles outfitted with off-road tires and tens of thousands
of dollars in spare parts in many cases, it is an expensive hobby for all but the very few
who can make a living racing.

Ray Croll, who owns the team's primary sponsor, Grove Lumber, said the company and
a few sponsors help pay the bills, but most teams cover their remaining costs out of
pocket "because they love the sport."

In it to win it

The custom trophy trucks at the highest level of the sport can hit 100 mph, and pack a
walloping 800 horsepower to heave themselves over rocks and along rutted desert trails.

But that kind of speed and power comes with a lack of total control. During the Primm
race, trophy trucks and smaller vehicles slid and sputtered their way through gravel,
leaving plumes of dust in their wake. One missed turn or bad landing could send them 10
and 20 feet off course.

Not keeping spectators back could be catastrophic, officials said. That's also why they
posted 30 mph speed limits in pit areas.

And still all the danger could not be contained. The driver's side back tire on Greg
Nunley's Chevy truck caught fire because of a ruptured brake line that sprayed fluid on
the hot brake pads. Safety crews in a pit area caught the fire, and no one was injured.
But Nunley and a co-driver bailed from the truck, and it took three tries to douse the fire.

Patrick Hamilton, 48, volunteered to patrol Pit 2, about seven miles northeast of Jean,
Nev., at race mile marker 43. He said the restrictions are needed to make sure everyone
follows the rules. But the majority of the crowd is usually well behaved, and most fans
know where to safely stand.

Story continues below
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That doesn't necessarily diminish the fun, Hamilton, of Downey, said right after a desert
racer limped into the pit area with a broken axle.

"Nobody is here to get anybody hurt," he said. "...We want to see busted car parts, not
busted body parts."

Part of the Action

Fans just want a good view, they said. People can and do take their personal safety into
account, but they won't support watching desert races from afar. Richard Trajano, 20, of
Las Vegas, was ticketed by BLM rangers for parking on the side of a state road and
walking into the desert to see the racers go by.

"I wasn't going close to the track," said Trajano, who was fined $100 for trespassing.

He said not allowing fans to safely find a good vantage spot is going to hurt the sport in
the long run, because fewer casual fans will have an interest.

"I think it's funny," he said of his citation. "I can't believe he didn't even give me a
warning."

Ultimately, fans said they mourn the tragedy of losing eight spectators to an accident, but
they realize everyone must take care of themselves.

"You always want to be closer, but you have to be safe," said James Brown, 18, of
Norco.

Brown, wearing a tank top he made that read "RIP CALI 200," called the Johnson Valley
wreck a "horrible day" for racing. Though he was not there, he said the wreck changed
racing because it led promoters to strengthen crowd control.

It also risked the sport's future, because some who aren't fans of the sport have
questioned whether it should go on if officials can't control it.

Fences and protective barriers along more of the route's straighter sections could allow
fans to get the access they want without compromising safety, said Tyler
Vanderstraeten, 20, of Norco. He said he would support changes, within reason, that
promoters and the BLM make, including keeping fans off turns and dips in the road
because that is where the trucks are most likely to lose control.

"They have to do something or we don't race anymore," Vanderstraeten said.

Scarce resource
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BLM rangers and organizers assert more authority curtailing crowds in the Nevada
desert, compared to where the California 200 crash occurred. At least six rangers were
patrolling the Primm race, compared to one in Johnson Valley.

Other officers responded to the Johnson Valley crash scene, including four county
sheriff's deputies. None were at the scene prior because all permits for the event were
handled by the BLM, and state and local police do not patrol federal land.

Rangers in Nevada can restrict access to the roads into the federal land. But visitors are
not kept out of the Johnson Valley Off-Highway Area.

"Johnson Valley... is specifically designated to be open to (off-highway vehicle) use,"
BLM spokesman Stephen Razo said in an e-mail. "Unless there are special
circumstances, we would not close it."

Officials are reviewing their policies, and limiting access is one of the proposals under
discussion, Razo said.

Fans want the best vantage points, and with no one to stop them, they will push the
edge, critics of off-road vehicle use said.

"When these events attract these sorts of folks, they don't stay where they are supposed
to be," Philip Clasky, an advisory board member of Community ORV Watch, said late
last month.

Community ORV Watch, a group of property owners and others opposed to off-road
vehicles using public and private lands, has repeatedly asked the BLM to either increase
its enforcement or limit use of federal land by off-road racers.

Mojave Desert Racing, the company that sponsored the California 200, has not returned
repeated calls for comment. The South El Monte-based company issued condolence
statements following the race.

The BLM has suspended the company's future permits but has allowed off-road events
to continue under more monitoring.

The federal agency has limited staffing to handle races, not to mention the 10.4 million
acres of federal land it oversees. Razo said the California Desert District -- stretching
across a quarter of inland California, from Mexico to the Sierras -- has 38 rangers, with
three more in the process of being hired. Ten slots remain vacant, Razo said.

Federal BLM officials have pledged more scrutiny of events and increased safety
demands. Lawmakers in Washington also have asked the BLM to suggest ways they can
ensure permit rules are being followed.

"They do want to help us get answers," Rep. Jerry Lewis, R-Redlands, said last month.

But solutions will wait until an investigation into the crash by state and federal officials is
complete.

"We really won't get answers until the next year," Lewis said.

Reach Dug Begley at 951-368-9475 or dbegley@PE.com
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